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The normal subgroups of any group G form a modular sublattice n(G) of 
the lattice l(G) of all subgroups of G; usually the set sn(G) of all subnormal 
subgroups of G is not a sublattice of l(G). 
The groups with distributive l(G) are precisely the locally cyclic groups 
(see, for instance, [ 11 I), and there are some well-known characterizations 
of the groups for which sn(G) is a distributive sublattice of l(G) (see [9, 12, 
14, 151). Furthermore some classes of groups with distributive n(G) have 
been determined (see, for instance, [2, 81). 
In this paper we get (Section 1) the following theorems: 
THEOREM A,. A finite group G with nilpotent commutator subgroup has 
a distributive lattice n(G) if (and only if) every factor group G/H has a 
faithful irreducible character. 
THEOREM A,. Let G be a finite group with nilpotent commutator sub- 
group. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) n(G) is distributive; 
(2) there exists an element x E G such that G = (x, G’) and n(P(x)) 
is distributive, for any PE Syl(G’); 
(3) there exists an element x E G such that G = (x, F(G)) and 
n(P(x)) is distributive, for any PE Syl(F(G)). 
Theorem Ai leads to some remarks. If G is a finite soluble group with 
distributive n(G), then every factor group G/H has a faithful irreducible 
character (see 1.1); on the other hand, there exist finite groups G with 
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supersoluble commutator subgroup, whose factor groups G/H all have a 
faithful irreducible character, but having n(G) not distributive (in Section 1 
we give an example of it). 
The commutator subgroup of a supersoluble group is nilpotent, so 
Theorem A, reduces the study of all finite supersoluble groups G with n(G) 
distributive to the case G = [G,](x). With regard to this, we point out 
(Section 2) that the following characterization holds: 
THEOREM B. A finite super-soluble group G = [G,] <x ) has n(G) dis- 
tributive $ and only if, either a E (b ) Gp or b E (a) Gp, whenever a and b are 
elements of G, such that ax = ar and b” = b’ (r integer). 
Notice that the class we study is rather big: in fact we shall prove (Sec- 
tion 3) that there are groups for every solubility length. 
Notation and terminology are the ones usually used in group theory 
(see, for instance, [5, 7, lo]); we just point out that, if G is a finite group: 
G’ is the commutator subgroup, F(G) the Fitting subgroup, 
G, a Syfow p-subgroup lp prime), HG the normal closure of H < G, 
1 G 1 the order of G and 1 x 1 the order of x E G. 
We shall denote by G = [H] K a semidirect product of HCI G by K < G. 
Futhermore, if q and x are characters of G and + is a character of 
H < G, then we will denote by qH the restriction of q to H, $” the charac- 
ter induced by $ on G, and [cp, x] the inner product of cp and x. 
1 
We shall prove Theorems A, and A, stated above. 
1.1. Let G be a finite soluble group with n(G) distributive. Then every 
factor group G/H has a faithful irreducible character. 
Proof. The lattice n(G/H) is distributive, so we can assume H = 1. 
The socle S of G has elementary abelian Sylow subgroups and it is’ the 
direct product of all minimal normal subgroups of G; hence there exists a 
cyclic factor group S/T, where T does not include any minimal normal sub- 
group of G. 
I The lattice of the normal subgroups of G contained in S is distributive and complemen- 
ted. Indeed it is well known that any modular lattice whose greatest element is union of atoms 
is complemented (see [l, p. 1051). 
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Let cp be an irreducible character of S such that Ker q = T and let x be 
an irreducible component of ‘pG. By Frobenius reciprocity, we get 
0 z CL (PC1 = cxst cpl. 
Then cp is an irreducible component of xs and 
SnKerX=KerX,<Kercp=T. 
T does not include any non-trivial normal subgroup of G, then 
Sn Ker x = 1, so that Ker x= 1.2 Thus the character x is faithful and 
irreducible. 1 
1.2. Let G = A(x) be a finite soluble group with A 4G, and let N, M, S 
be three minimal normal subgroups of G such that N x M = M x S = N x S < 
C,(A). If 1 NI = p’ (p prime), then (y, y” ,..., y”‘-‘) QG, for any y E N x M. 
ProoJ: N x M = M x S = N x S is elementary abelian of order p2* and it 
is S = {nn”/n EN}, where rr: N 4 M is a suitable isomorphism. From the 
invariance of S under x it follows that (no)* = (nX)“, for any n E N. 
Hence x has the same minimum polynomial f(x) on N and on M, and so 
on NxM. f(x) has degree t so, for any ~ENxM, it is I(y)<“>(<p’; 
minimality of N and M implies, finally, that 1 ( y ) (I) 1 = p’. 1 
1.3. Let G be a finite group with nilpotent commutator subgroup. If every 
factor group G/H of G has a faithful irreducible character, then n(G) is dis- 
tributive. 
Proof: Assume by contradiction that n(G) is not distributive. Then 
there exist (see [ 1, p. 1343) three normal subgroups N, , N,, N3 of G such 
that 
N,N, = N2N3 = N1N3, N, nN, =N,nN, =N1 nN, 
where every NJN, n N2 is minimal normal in G/N, n Nz. 
We can assume that N1 n N2 = 1 and so the minimal normal subgroups 
Ni are isomorphic elementary abelian p-groups. 
By hypothesis, the abelian group G/G’ has a faithful irreducible charac- 
ter, then it is cyclic, so that G = (G’, x), for some x E G; then it is easy to 
see that3 N, < CJG’) (i= 1,2, 3). 
Now, if a faithful irreducible character of G is denoted by cp, we have 
* See also Weisner [13]. 
3 Ni n G’ = 1 implies N, <Z(G). From Ni n G’ # 1 it follows that 1~ Ni n Z(G’)QG 
because of the nilpotence of G’, whence N, < Z(G’), as required. 
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(PN,xN* = a xi I++“’ where u is an integer, $ is a suitable irreducible charac- 
ter of N1 x NZ, and tig’ are the conjugate characters of $. We get 
and the subgroup K = Ker $, maximal in N, x NZ, does not include any 
nontrivial normal subgroup of G.4 On the other hand, every minimal nor- 
mal subgroup T of G contained in Nr N, is contained in (p’ - 1 )/(p - 1) dif- 
ferent maximal subgroups of N1 N,, where p’ = 1 N, ( and no maximal sub- 
group of Nr Nz contains more than one minimal normal subgroup of G. 
By 1.2 there are (p*’ - 1 )/(p’ - 1) = p’ + 1 minimal normal subgroups of 
G contained in N1 N2. The number of maximal subgroups of N1 N2 contain- 
ing a minimal normal subgroup of G is therefore 
(P’+qPr-1P2*-1 
P-l p-l ’ 
which is the number of all maximal subgroups of Nr N2. So every maximal 
subgroup of N, N2 contains a minimal normal subgroup of G, a contradic- 
tion. 1 
Remark. There exist finite groups G with supersoluble commutator 
subgroup, in which every factor group G/H has a faithful irreducible 
character, but with n(G) not distributive; let us consider, for example, the 
group 
G= <aI, a,, h, b2, x, Y> 
where (aI, a*, bl, b2) is an elementary abelian group of order 74, 
x2=y3=1, (x, y)rS, and a;=a,, a’;=a,, b;=b2, b;=bl, a;=~:, 
ap=a$ b;=b:, b$=b:. 
(a,, b2, a2bl), for instance, does not contain a minimal normal sub- 
group of G. 
1.4. Let G be a finite group, and A, B two normal subgroups with 
(I A (, 1 BI) = 1 and with n(G/A) and n(G/B) distributiue. Then n(G) is dis- 
tributive. 
Proof: By contradiction, suppose there exist three normal subgroups 
N, , N2, N3 of G such that 
N1N2=N2N3=N,N3, N,nN,=N,nN,=N,nN,, 
where each NJN, n N2 is minimal normal in G/N, n N2. 
4 See also [13]. 
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Obviously, the groups NJN, n N2 are isomorphic elementary abelian p- 
groups. Since (I A I, ) B 1) = 1, we may assume without loss of generality that 
(I A 1, p) = 1, and the projection G -+ G/A : X+ XA/A will map the non-dis- 
tributive sublattice generated by N1 , Nz, N3 isomorphically onto a sublat- 
tice of n(G/A) which is assumed a distributive lattice, a contradiction. This 
shows 1.4. u 
Obviously Theorem A, follows from 1.1 and 1.3. 
We want to show (Theorem AJ that, if G is a finite group with nilpotent 
commutator subgroup, the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) n(G) is a distributive lattice; 
(2) there exists an element x E G such that G = (x, G’) and n(P(x)) 
is distributive, for any P E Syl(G’); 
(3) there exists an element XE G such that G = (x, F(G)) and 
n( P(x)) is distributive, for any P E Syl(F(G)). 
Proof: (1) =- (2). Assume that n(G) is distributive. The lattice n(G/G’) is 
distributive and G/G’ is abelian, therefore G/G’ is cyclic, so that 
G = (G’, x) for a suitable x E G. 
We get G’ = P x H where P E Syl(G’); n(G/H) is distributive, and from 
G PH<x>, P(x) -= 
H H - Hn P(x) 
it follows that n(P(x)/(Hn P(x)) is distributive; furthermore n(P(x)/P) 
is distributive, P(x)/P being cyclic. 
But the subgroups P and Hn P(x) are normal in P(x) and of orders 
relatively prime; thus, by 1.4, n(P(x)) is distributive. 
Part (3) follows directly from (2). 
(3) =+ (1). Assume that (3) holds. We have F(G) = Xi Pi where the 
Pls are all the @low subgroups of F(G). It is 
G Cpi, X> 
x,zip,(Xj+i Pj)fl(Pi,X)’ 
and the distributivity of n(P,(x)) implies that n(G/Xj,i Pi) is distributive. 
From 1.4 it follows easily that also n(G) is distributive. [ 
The previous theorem reduces the study of finite groups G with nilpotent 
commutator subgroup, having n(G) distributive, to the case G = [G,](x). 
481/101/1-17 
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2 
We want to prove Theorem B stated in the introduction. 
2.1. Let P be a p-group (p prime), cp a p’-automorphism of P, (n) = 
NcIP a q-invariant subgroup of order p, and a, b elements of P such that 
a”N = a’N, bVN = b’N (r integer). 
Then there exist some integers y, 6, E such that (an’jp = (any)E, 
(br?)” = (bn6)“. 
Proof: Assume that the automorphism has order k, and that p’ is 
Max{1 (a>NI, I <b)NIl. 
Choose E such that E E r (mod p) and .sk E 1 (mod p’). This choice is 
known to be unique (mod p’). 
If (a ) contains N, we may choose y = 0, likewise we may choose 6 = 0 if 
(b) contains N. 
In the other case, (a) N/((a) N)j’ is elementary abelian of order p2 and 
the automorphism cp induces an automorphism in this quotient group 
which is of order prime to p and fixes N( (a) N)r/( (a) N)r, so it fixes some 
other maximal subgroup as well. This is the image of some maximal sub- 
group (an’) of (a) N, which is therefore left invariant by cp. Now 
(anY)V = (any)‘= (any)‘, and the corresponding statement holds for b. m 
We can now prove (Theorem B) that, if G is a finite supersoluble group 
G = [G,] (x), then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) n(G) is a distributive lattice; 
(2) if a, b are elements of G, such that ax = a’, b” = b’ (r integer), 
then either aE (b)“r or bE (a)““. 
Proof (1) * (2). Assume n(G) is distributive and there are a, b as 
defined in (2) but (a)“p# (a)‘r (b)Gr# (b)‘p. Denote (a)‘r by A and 
(b)Gp by B. Since ax = a’ and b” = b’, we have that A and B are normal in 
G. On the other hand, A and B are generated by the G,-conjugates of a 
and b, respectively, so A and B contain exactly one normal subgroup A,, 
B, of G, which is of index p in A, B. Because of this uniqueness, A, and B, 
are normal subgroups of G, also A, n B1 = A n B and AB, = (a) AI B,, 
A, B = (b) A, B,, and AB/A, B, is elementary abelian. It is now easy to see 
that (ab ) A, B, is also normal in G, and n(G) is not distributive, a con- 
tradiction. So (2) holds. 
(2) = (1). Assume that (2) holds. By induction on 1 G I, we will prove 
that n(G) is distributive. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G, so that I NI is a prime q. 
First suppose that p #q; denoted by aN, bN (a, b E G,,) two elements of 
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(G/N), = G,N/N such that (uN)~” = (UN)’ and (bN)“N= (bN)‘, we get 
ax = a’n and b” = b’m (n, m E N). But GP n N = 1, so n = m = 1. From (2) it 
follows that either aE (6)‘~ or bE (a)“~, therefore either UNE (bN)GpN’N 
or bNE (UN) GpN’N. By the inductive hypothesis the lattice n(G/N) is dis- 
tributive. 
Now let p = q, and let UN, bN be elements of (G/N), = GJN such that 
(aN)XN = (UN)’ and (bN)xN = (bN)‘. Then by 2.1 there exist some integers 
y, 6, E such that (u&‘)~ = (any)’ and (bn’)” = (br?)” ((n) = N); hence by (2) 
either an E (bn ) ‘p or bn E ( an)Gp and so either UN E ( bN)GpiN or 
bNE (UN) ‘pIN. By the inductive hypothesis, n(G/N) is distributive. 
Therefore, for every factor group G/H & G, the lattice n(G/H) is dis- 
tributive. 
The group G = [G,](x) contains at most one normal subgroup of a 
given order relatively prime to p; hence, if n(G) were not distributive, there 
would exist three normal subgroups N1, NZ, N3 of G such that 1 Ni 1 = p 
and N, x N2 = N2 x Ns = Ni x N3. Therefore x would induce a power 
automorphism on N, x Na, which contradicts hypothesis (2). 1 
3 
Let p be a prime, p > 3. We shall prove that, for every s E JV, there exists 
a finite group G= [G,](x), with n(G) distributive and with G, of 
solubility length 2s. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let R be the ring of the p-adic integers and let K= M,,i,, 
be the group of all matrices (: f;) on R such that ad- bc = 1, c = 0 (mod p), 
d= 1 (mod p). 
If h, k, m EJ~‘-, k, m >O, x, YE R, y unit in R, put 
M h,k,m = E K/b = 0 (mod ph), c = 0 (mod pk), d= 1 (mod p” , 
B(x)= ;;, ( ) C(x)= y, ( ) D(y)= y 
-1 0 
( ) 0 Y’ 
and 
Bh={B(x)EK/~=O(modph)}, ck = {C(x) E K/x z 0 (mod p”)}, 
D, = {D(x) E K/x = 1 (mod p”)) (see [4, Chap. III, Sect. 171). 
Now let s be a fixed element of JV and put t = t(s) = f(22S+’ + 1) and 
H = KIM, - l,r,r. Let r and u be integers such that rpel = up-’ = 1 (mod p’), 
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ru = 1 (mod p*-I), r f u (mod p). Then the usual conjugation by (;f y) 
gives the automorphism 
Then the group G = [H] (cp) is supersoluble of order ~~‘-~(p - 1) and 
the solubility length of H= GP is equal to 2s. 
It is possible to see that, if x is an element of GP such that X’ = xm, then 
m=l,r,oruand 
a -I 0 
x= ( ) 0 a Mt-l,t,rv ( ) 10 ;; Mt-1.w z 1 Mt-1,t.t ( ) 
in the three cases. These elements belong to three cyclic subgroups, and 
using (2) of Theorem B, we can see that the lattice of normal subgroups of 
G is distributive. 
The groups of Example 1 are supersoluble, but we will show, in Exam- 
ple 2, that it is possible to get away from this. 
EXAMPLE 2. We start by proving the following statements: 
3.1. Let V be the standard wreath product (b) wr(c), where bP = cn= 1 
(p prime, pm). Then the lattice of the normal subgroups of V contained in 
(6) ” is distributive. 
Proof Considered F= (6) x (b)‘x ... x (b)““-’ as a vector space of 
dimension n over GF(p) and c as a cyclic linear transformation of F, whose 
minimum polynomial is A” - 1, the subspaces invariant under c may be put 
in one-one correspondence with the factors of 1” - 1 which have leading 
coefficient 1, with one such subspace containing another if and only if the 
factor corresponding to the first divides the factor corresponding to the 
second (see, for instance, [6, p. 1291). 1 
3.2. Let G and A be groups with the following properties: 
(1) G = G’(x ), G supersoluble, G’ p-group (p prime) and 
(1x1, IG’l)= 1; 
(2) G’/G” elementary abelian; 
(3) n(G) distributive; 
(4) A wk (IAl, Ixl)=l=(IAl,p). 
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Then the subgroup U = W”CdA) of the standard wreath product 
W= G wr A has nilpotent commutator subgroup and distributive lattice of 
normal subgroups. 
Proof: It is U’=W”=G’x(G’)“x *** x(G))‘, where IAl=k+l and 
A = (a); then only distributivity is to be shown. 
Assume, by contradiction, n(U) not distributive, so there are three nor- 
mal subgroups Si, i = 1,2,3, of U such that S1 n S2 = S1 n S3 = S2 n S3 # 
Si # S, Sz = S, S3 = Sz S3 and S,/S, n Sj are chief factors. Since U = u’( y ), 
where (I U’ 1, I y I ) = 1, all the S;.s are contained in u’. 
By construction, M = (G’ n Si n Sj)” is a normal subgroup of U which is 
contained in Si n Sj, and so different from all the S;s. 
Furthermore: 
(a) S,/M is contained in Z( U/M), for any i = 1,2, 3. 
In fact, assume by contradiction, for instance, S,/M, SJM & Z( U’/M); 
so we have S, n G’ # S, n S, n G’ # S2 n G’. If dE (S, n G’)(S, n G’) - 
(S, n G’) u (S, n G’), then by 1.2 we have 
and S,& =S1S4 =SzS4, S1 nS2 =SI nS4 =S2 nS,, where S4 = 
(d) ” (S, n S,). Moreover, from n(G) distributive it follows that 
(S, n G’) n (S, n G’)(S, n G’) = (S, n G’n S,)(S, n G’n S,) and the final 
contradiction d E (S, nG’nS,)(S, nG’nS,) = S4 nS, nG’ = S, n 
S, n G’. 
Put T= U’(z), where 2 = (x,..., x); then T is supersoluble. 
We now get the conclusion in two steps. First suppose that: 
(*) S,/M, S,/M, S,/M elementary abelian p-groups. 
There exist subgroups T,/M, T,/M, TJM = ((T, T2 n SJM) (U/M) 
such that S,/M= (S, n S,)/Mx T,/M, for any i= 1,2,3. If (s,M) is a 
subgroup of TI/M minimal normal in T/M, where s, = (s,~, sll,..., slk), 
then sfM= s;M, s;M= (&, s;~ ,..., &)M and (sTj, l,..., l)(G’ n S1 n S,) = 
(s;~, l,..., l)(G’ n S, n S,), for any j = 0, l,..., k. Supposed, for instance, 
siO # 1, we can assume, because of the distributivity of n(G) and 
Theorem B, that 
((SIO, L..., l)>(G’nS, n&)2 (slj, l,..., l))(G’nS, n&), 
for any j = 0, l,..., k and so T, = (sI)“M< ((sIO, l,..., l))“M. 
Likewise there exist szO, Sag such that T2 < ((So,,, l,..., 1))“M and T3 < 
(0 30, L..., W”M. 
We have T3 <L, where L= ((sio, l,..., l))“((szo, l,..., 1))“A4, and 
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s30, ,-.., 1 l))(G’ n S1 n S,) d G’ n L = ((slo, l,..., l))(G’ n S, nS1) 
szo, l,..., l))(G’n S1 n S,); hence, by the distributivity of n(G), there 
exists h E (1, 2, 3) such that T,/M< ((she, l,..., l))“M/M= F, for any 
i = 1,2,3. Then we have that F(aM) is isomorphic to the group 
V=(b) wr(c), where bP=c”= 1, Fz (b)“and the contradiction follows 
from 3.1. 
(w) General case. 
Using (*) we proceed by induction on the nilpotence class c of G’. 
Supposed c > 1, (.I)‘-l is elementary abelian and n(U/(U’)‘-‘) is dis- 
tributive, so we can assume S3 = (S, nS2)(S3 n (U’)‘-‘) and also 
(S, n (UI)‘-‘) . is e ementary 1 abelian. Then there exists T/M minimal nor- 
mal in U/M such that 
& S,nS, T S1 S2 S1 T S2 T -= -x- 
M M M 
and --= MM YgXM=MXY$ 
To get the final contradiction we can prove by induction on the 
exponent pf of S,/M that S, = S2. 
Iff = 1 and S, & &, then there exists K/M d S,/M, minimal normal in 
U/M, such that K/M $Z SJM, and K/M, T/M, and KTfM n SJM form a 
non-distributive triple, against (*). 
Iff > 1, the subgroups 
are normal in U/M, of exponent p/-l, and such that S,IM x T/M = 
&/M x TIM, whence S, = S, <Si nS2. 
From Si L% Sz it follows that S,/S, = (S, n S,)/s, x K/s,, where 
1# K/s, a u/s,, and fixed si E K-S,, there exist s2 E&, s3 E T 
such that s,Ms,M=s,M. If IT/MI =p’, then 1 (s;‘-‘M)“‘~I, 
1 (s{‘-Is3 M) U’M 1 < p’ and again we have a non-distributive triple 
(s{‘-‘M)“‘~ 7 (s,M)“I”, (sff-‘s3M)“IM, against (*).” m 
5 More generally, if H is a group, NQ H, n(H/N) distributive, and A,, AZ, A3 aH such 
that A,A,=A,A,=A*A,, A,nA,=A,nA,=A,nA,, A,/A,nA, minimal normal in 
H/A, n A,, for any i= 1, 2, 3, then A,N= A,N for suitable different h, Jo { 1,2, 3) and there 
exist BI, E2, B, Q H, with the same properties of the Als, such that B, = (B, n B,)(Nn B,). 
6 It is TIM= (s3M)“lM= (QM)<~~) and sJ’ME (s,M, sjM,...,s{-‘M), sg’M= 
(sfM)((~I)“‘M))...((s5’-’ )‘-‘M). From that and from s,s,M=s,M it follows that the 
element S~$;~S;~~~~~~S~~~-~~‘~‘M=(S;‘)~‘S~S~~~~~~S~~,-~~‘~‘M~(S~ nS,)/MnK/M<S,/M 
and so is of order <p/-l. Then (SC’-’ M)Y’ = (ST 3-I 
analogous equality for (sr;‘-‘s,M)f. 
M)W(sI;‘-‘M)“lY.. (sf’M)“~-“.‘-’ and the 
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Now we can prove that: 
3.3. There exist groups with nilpotent commutator subgroup and dis- 
tributive lattice of normal subgroups, not supersoluble, but of arbitrarily large 
solubility length. 
Proof: Let A be a group of order q and G = [G,] ( rp ) the group of 
Example 1, where s > 1, p > 3, q are integers, p, q primes, p f 1 (mod q). 
Using 3.2 it is possible to construct a group U of solubility length 2s + 1, 
with U’ nilpotent and n(U) distributive. 
Moreover U is not supersoluble since U> G’ wr A which is not super- 
soluble (see [3]). i 
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